
上色与重上色
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1861年，英国麦克斯维尔（Maxwell 1831–1879）拍摄了第一张彩色照片。

苏格兰花格呢缎带



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eYjh4hVWYyc

彩色摄影历史



直至1970年，彩色相片仍然十分稀有，人们只能透过黑白照片回顾历史。





如今，利用技术手段，黑白变彩色轻而易举！









上色

上色是指在计算机辅助下对单色图片或视频添加颜色的过程■

对灰度图像上色主要有两种方式：

利用样本进行上色

画笔交互式上色

■

■

■



样本上色

源图像：提供颜色信息

目标图像：待上色

上色结果



Transferring Color to Greyscale 
Images

T. Welsh, M. Ashikhmin, and K. Mueller

SIGGRAPH 2002



基本方法

源图像 目标图像 结果

扫描目标图像，对于每个像素：
在样本中找到最佳匹配点（综合考虑亮度以及与邻域像素的亮度标准差）
将匹配点的颜色赋予该像素



最终算法

将源图像、目标图像从RGB空间转换到Lab空间

源图像 目标图像 结果

在源图像中做 jittered sampling，得到样本（约200个）

扫描目标图像，对于每个像素：
在样本中找到最佳匹配点（综合考虑亮度以及与邻域像素的亮度标准差）
将匹配点的 赋予该像素，保留目标图像的L通道不变
将目标图像从Lab空间转回RGB空间

对转换后的源图像做 luminance remapping



转换到LAB空间



Luminance remapping

对转换后的源图像做 luminance remapping
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Jittered sampling



问题

当源图像与目标图像颜色相一致的区域亮度值却不一
致，导致上色效果不理想



解决方案

加入交互，在源图像与目标图像中指定相对应的区域



无
交
互

选框区域
进行上色

扩展至
剩余区域



细节

对选框部分进行上色

对选框部分做 lumiance remapping
源图像中，每块区域做 jittered sampling (~50)

扩展剩余区域

对目标图像上的每一个像素，在目标图像已上色的区域中找最佳匹配
（根据亮度）

对剩余部分上色



结果展示



结果展示



视频上色

选取视频某一帧进行上色，然后扩展至其它帧



视频上色



扩展

·选择更为有效的匹配函数

·参考图像的选择

·添加约束条件，例如空间一致性



Colorization by Example

R. Irony, D. Cohen-Or, and D. Lischinski

Eurographics Symposium on Rendering, 2005



优点
·提升空间一致性 Welsh et al.



优点
·提升空间一致性 新方法



概述

input

Four steps: (1) training, (2) classification, (3) color transfer, (4) optimization



概述

1.  根据参考图像的亮度通道以及分割结果，进行监督学习，构建一个
低维的特征向量空间以及分类器。使得某一像素，依据其少量邻域像素，
能够判断该像素属于哪块分割区域



特征空间

仅使用参考图像的亮度通道，无法使用颜色信息

考虑某像素与其邻域半径内的像素一起，构建一个特征向
量

取 K * K 的邻域像素，附加Discrete Cosine Transform(DCT) 系
数，作为像素的特征向量

特征向量：用一个向量来描述每个像素的特征



分类器

分类器的作用：针对一个新的特征向量，能判别其
属于哪个类别。

简单方式：在已分类的特征向量空间内，寻找与新特征向
量最相似的。

更为合理的方式：

-采用KNN，寻求K个与该向量相似度较高的特征向量
-观察K个特征向量的归属类别，分布最多的类别作为结果



KNN



概述

2.  仅仅依靠特征空间，分类依然存在问题



概述

3.  引入图像空间

对于像素p的K*K邻域像素，其label或许不同

计算置信度，选取最高的作为像素p的label
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P属于某个label的概率，根据邻域中所有像素的label计算得到



R. Irony, D. Cohen-Or, and D. Lischinski / Colorization by Example

(a) Naive nearest neighbor (b) Voting in feature space (c) Voting in image space

Figure 7: A visualization of the classifications and the resulting colorizations corresponding to different classifiers applied to
a grayscale image of a walking cheetah. The training set for these classifications is shown in figure 3.

(a) Confidence map

(b) Pixels with confidence above 0.5 marked in red

(c) Micro-scribbles

(d) Final result after optimization

Figure 8: Generating automatic scribbles: pixels with confi-
dence above a predefined threshold are provided as input to
the optimization stage.

colors of its neighbors, where the weights are determined
by the similarity of their luminance. Formally, one seeks the
minimum of J(C), where

J(C) = ∑
p2I
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Figure 9: Closeup of the head: (a) before optimization, (b)
confidence map, (c) final result after optimization.

and

wpq / e�(Y (p)�Y (q))2/2σp2 (6)

subject to the input constraints. The reader is referred to
[LLW04] for further details.

Figure 8 shows a visualization of the pixel confidences in
the cheetah image, and the automatic micro-scribbles that we
give as an input to the optimizer. The result of the optimiza-
tion is shown in figure 8(d) and a closeup of the cheetah’s
head is shown in figure 9. Note the improvement in the col-
orization of the head.

4. Results

All of the results shown throughout this paper were obtained
using 7⇥ 7 neighborhoods, so our initial feature space has
49 dimensions, corresponding to the DCT coefficients. The
classifier described in section 3.1 is built by sampling 500
intra-difference vectors and 500 inter-difference vectors (ex-
cept for figure 10, where we used 200 samples), projected to
form a feature subspace of 10 dimensions. Pixels with a con-
fidence value above 0.5 were provided as micro-scribbles to
the optimization stage.

In figure 1 we compare our results with the results
achieved by automatic pixelwise color transfer [WAM02]. In
Figures 4 and 7 we further show that naive classifiers alone
do not yield satisfactory results and that our feature space
analysis and image space voting greatly improve classifica-
tion (and hence colorization) quality.

We also compare our method to the user-assisted method

c� The Eurographics Association 2005.



概述

4.  整体优化
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更多结果

参考图像 手动分割

待上色图像 自动分割结果 上色结果



更多结果

源图像 手动分割 自动分割

目标图像 基于手动分割分类 基于自动分割分类

得到相同结果

自动分割减轻人
工负担



多张图片上色



Colorization Using Optimization

A. Levin, D. Lischinski, Y. Weiss

SIGGRAPH 2004



画笔交互式上色

input：带画笔的灰度图 output：上色图



画笔交互式上色



基本思想

相邻的两个像素，如果亮度相似，那么颜色也应保持相似

基于该假设，上色问题转换为最小化目标方程：
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约束条件：用户已指定的颜色区域

( ) ( ):, sUrU 像素r,s的U分量

( ):rN 像素r的邻域像素集

:rsw 权值
( ) ( )( ) 22 2/ rsYrY
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:, rr sµ r像素邻域范围内的亮度均值与标准差



邻域

对于单张图片，设置邻域半径即可

对于视频序列：

: 像素(x, y)在t时刻的光流



结果



对比基于分割的方法

分割结果 分割上色

our method



结果

增加画笔



结果

重上色

原图像 画笔
（白色：保留原颜色）

重上色



结果



视频上色

原视频（83帧） 画笔（7帧）



视频上色

原视频 上色视频



视频上色

原视频（62帧） 画笔（10帧）



视频上色

原视频 上色视频



视频上色

原视频（43帧） 画笔（5帧）



视频上色

原视频 上色视频



视频上色



Natural Image Colorization

L. Qing, F. Wen, D. Cohen-Or, L. Liang, Y.-Q. Xu, 
H. Shum 

Eurographics Symposium on Rendering, 2007



难点

处理highly textured图像需要大量的交互

画笔上色（Levin et al.）



优点

·减少交互

·能处理highly textured图像

新方法



方法

·用户画笔大致指定相同颜色的区域（左图）
·根据画笔，自动分割图像（中图）
·用户为每一块区域的少量像素指定颜色（中图）
·根据分割结果与用户指定的颜色，给整幅图进行上色（右图）



分割

·迭代处理：根据亮度以及纹理，逐步优化分割结果。分割区域不要
求空间上连续。



颜色映射



细节



对比

Levin                            Levin                        新方法



对比

Levin                             

新方法



更多结果



更多结果



更多结果



高难度



漫画 Luan et al. / Natural Image Colorization

(b)(a) (c) (e)(d)

Figure 15: Comparison with Manga Colorization: (a) Strokes used in the paper of Manga Colorization (plus 3 white strokes
for the flat white regions in order to get the label of the entire image). (b) Result by Manga Colorization. (c) Our result using
strokes in (a). One key property of our method is colorizing texture with multiple colors, as shown in (d)-(e). c!T.T.Wong/CUHK

natural images are very difficult to colorize by previous col-

orization methods.

Our method labels an image with colors associated with

strokes drawn on the image by the user. We introduce

a novel energy optimization framework that incorporates

both intensity-continuity and texture-similarity constraints

to cluster the image into a number of coherent regions, indi-

cated by distinctive colors. Then, for each coherent region,

we assign colors to a few chosen pixels, and then color map

the rest of pixels in the region.

By separating the color labeling from the color mapping,

the interaction of colorization becomes more intuitive for

users. What users need to do for color labeling is to spec-

ify, with several strokes, some meaningful objects or regions

to be labeled, whether it is the sky, or a flower field, or a

lake. Specifying colors at a few pixels for color mapping is

effective in getting satisfactory final results.

Good colorization results using our system are, first of all,

due to the success of color labeling. Although we do not

need sub-pixel accuracy boundary segmentation for the pur-

pose of colorization, our novel energy optimization frame-

work makes it possible to label the image into color and tex-

ture coherent regions that can be easily colorized. Although

texture clustering may never be perfect, small errors result-

ing from our color labeling step can be easily corrected, by

interactively refining incorrect labeled local regions using

our easy-to-use UI tools.

In the pre-processing phase, we used texture patches with-

out consideration of scale, orientation or transformation. As

shown in the saree example in Figure 16, we had to draw

multiple strokes on similar patterns with different orienta-

tions and scales to obtain good colorization results. In the fu-

ture, we plan to study how to incorporate more sophisticated

texture clustering techniques such as epitomes [JFK03] to

further improve the usability of our system.

Acknowledgement
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(b)(a) (c) (e)(d)

Figure 15: Comparison with Manga Colorization: (a) Strokes used in the paper of Manga Colorization (plus 3 white strokes
for the flat white regions in order to get the label of the entire image). (b) Result by Manga Colorization. (c) Our result using
strokes in (a). One key property of our method is colorizing texture with multiple colors, as shown in (d)-(e). c!T.T.Wong/CUHK

natural images are very difficult to colorize by previous col-

orization methods.

Our method labels an image with colors associated with

strokes drawn on the image by the user. We introduce

a novel energy optimization framework that incorporates

both intensity-continuity and texture-similarity constraints

to cluster the image into a number of coherent regions, indi-

cated by distinctive colors. Then, for each coherent region,

we assign colors to a few chosen pixels, and then color map

the rest of pixels in the region.

By separating the color labeling from the color mapping,

the interaction of colorization becomes more intuitive for

users. What users need to do for color labeling is to spec-

ify, with several strokes, some meaningful objects or regions

to be labeled, whether it is the sky, or a flower field, or a

lake. Specifying colors at a few pixels for color mapping is

effective in getting satisfactory final results.

Good colorization results using our system are, first of all,

due to the success of color labeling. Although we do not

need sub-pixel accuracy boundary segmentation for the pur-

pose of colorization, our novel energy optimization frame-

work makes it possible to label the image into color and tex-

ture coherent regions that can be easily colorized. Although

texture clustering may never be perfect, small errors result-

ing from our color labeling step can be easily corrected, by

interactively refining incorrect labeled local regions using

our easy-to-use UI tools.

In the pre-processing phase, we used texture patches with-

out consideration of scale, orientation or transformation. As

shown in the saree example in Figure 16, we had to draw

multiple strokes on similar patterns with different orienta-

tions and scales to obtain good colorization results. In the fu-

ture, we plan to study how to incorporate more sophisticated

texture clustering techniques such as epitomes [JFK03] to

further improve the usability of our system.
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上色总结

· 样本上色
- Transferring color to grayscale images (Welsh et al. 2002)

·缺点：空间一致性

- Colorization by example (Irony et al. 2005)
·解决空间一致性、加入分割

· 画笔上色
- Colorization using optimization (Levin et al. 2004)

·缺点：复杂图像画笔需求过多，纹理不连续的图像效果不好

- Natural image colorization (Qing et al. 2007)
·解决图像纹理不连续的上色问题



重上色

·重上色是调整图像颜色的过程，主要用于调整颜色的强度、整张图像
的亮度和对比度，使得人更容易感知图像信息。

·可以先将彩色图像转为灰度图像，再对灰度图像重新上色。

转为灰度图像的目标：使得不同物体在灰度图像中仍保留着
较强的对比度。



Color2Gray: 
Salience-Preserving Color Removal

Amy A. Gooch, Sven C . Olsen, Jack Tumblin, 
and Bruce Gooch

SIGGRAPH 2005



转换灰度图

彩色图 仅使用亮度



传统方法致力于增强对比度，图像灰度校正。但是对于灰度值
相同的区域没有作用

Photoshop Grayscale PSGray + Auto Contrast



转换灰度图

彩色图 新方法



对于亮度相同的区域，传统方法（中图）会丢失特征，新方法
能够保留特征（右图）





算法概览

·将图像从RGB空间转为Lab空间

·利用L通道初始化灰度图，记为g

·对于彩色图像中像素i的每个邻域内像素j

—计算亮度距离
—计算色度距离 ijd

·根据亮度和色度距离进行联合优化，确定在灰度图像中的
相应灰度值

最小化目标方程：

保持相邻像素
视觉上的差别



结果

Photoshop Gray Color2Gray



结果

Photoshop Gray Color2Gray



结果

Photoshop Gray Color2Gray



结果

Photoshop Gray Color2Gray



结果

Color2Gray Color2Gray+Color



结果

Color2GrayPhotoshop原图



结果

Color2Gray+ColorPhotoshop原图



Color Harmonization

Daniel Cohen-Or, Olga Sorkine, 
Ran Gal, Tommer Leyvand, and Ying-Qing Xu

SIGGRAPH 2006



Color Harmony ？

Harmonic colors 是一个在人类视觉感知下较为舒适、美观的颜
色集合。

有经验的艺术家往往凭借经验或直觉来选择合适的颜色集，然后
借助某些工具手动交互的调整图片的颜色搭配。

不取决于某组特定的颜色，取决于各个颜色的协调搭配。



Color Harmony ？

original image our method（automatically）





HSV 

Hue, Saturation, Value 



HSV色轮



HSV色轮

根据经验得出的符合Harmony的颜色分布

TOKUMARU, M., MURANAKA, N., AND IMANISHI, S. 2002. 
Color design support system considering color harmony.



Harmonization 

i type V type L type I type

T type Y type X type N type

Hue histogram



Harmony 方程
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最佳harmony模板

对每个模板 ，根据 计算最佳角度 ，
寻找最佳匹配，之后重新上色。
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结果



问题

不连续，蓝色区域的像素有的shift到1，
有的shift到 2



Graph-cut

Graph-cut 优化



Graph-cut
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Graph-cut
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结果

选择不同模板进行重上色原图



结果

(a) original background (b) harmonized background (c) harmonized background (d) original (e) harmonized foreground

Figure 7: Harmonization of the background colors with respect to the harmonic scheme of the foreground (a-c) and vice versa (d-e). Note
how the color of the background changes to match the different colors of the clothes; in (e) the purple and the complimentary green colors
emerge on the clothes.

automatic choice of harmonic schemes strives to maintain the col-
ors as close as possible to the original ones, the user may change
the palette of the image altogether by manually rotating the tem-
plate orientation (see Figures 3(d-e) and 4). Our technique is useful
when parts of the image originating from different sources are com-
bined into one image: the algorithm is capable of harmonizing the
colors of the entire image, or if desired, to harmonize the colors of
one part with respect to the colors of another part. This provides a
useful tool for designing posters and logos, presentations, web sites
and other kinds of combined imagery.

In particular, color harmonization benefits a cut-and-paste or com-
positing scenario, where one wants to adjust the colors of the back-
ground image to harmonize with the foreground, or vice versa. The
strong effect of such harmonization is demonstrated in Figure 12,
where the colors of the background image are harmonized accord-
ing to the harmonic scheme of the pasted flags (which constitute
a hard constraint). Figures 1 and 7 show another example, poten-
tially useful for creating fashion catalogs: a photograph of a person
is pasted onto some colorful background; the clothes are segmented
by the user, and we harmonize the background colors with respect
to the harmonic scheme of the foreground image, and vice versa.
Note that the harmonized colors are not necessarily found in the
source colors for the harmonic template; the colors may instead
be complementary. Additional examples of pasting are shown in
Figure 8, where posters are designed by pasting some text on top
of paintings. Our algorithm assists in choosing colors for the text
that harmonize with the paintings (whose colors are not be altered).
Finally, the harmonization technique could be applied in interior
design: in Figure 13 we demonstrate two suggestions of how to re-
color the walls of a living room so that they harmonize with the rest
of the room colors. Such an application can be useful for design-
ers since it helps validate or improve a color design concept on the
computer, prior to the actual execution.

Color harmonization is most useful when saturated, “man-made”
colors are present in the image. Mild tones lead to mild, less strik-
ing harmonization results (see Figure 10). Natural images have in-
herent harmony, and our method does not change such images (at
least not by automatic template choice), since their colors usually
fall into some harmonic template almost perfectly (see Figure 9).
Manually choosing templates with poor matching scores leads to
unnatural results, as demonstrated in Figure 9. Moreover, since
harmonization sometimes reduces the set of colors, objects with
different colors may end up with identical coloring, as evident with
the flower stems and young blossoms in Figure 9, which hinders the
semantical separation of objects in the image.

6 Discussion and Conclusions

We have presented a color harmonization method that quantifies the
color harmony of an image and shifts the colors towards a harmonic
setting. Our technique enables the user to harmonize images and
to easily tune the automatic results by simple manipulation of the
color wheel. Color harmonization is particularly useful when parts
originating from different sources are combined into one image,
such as in a cut-and-paste setting. Our method extends the notion
of cut-and-paste from the spatial domain to the color domain.

It should be noted that our technique cannot change colors with low
saturation since it only alters the hue channel. Therefore, dark or

Figure 8: Harmonization of text pasted on top of a poster. The left
column shows the original colors and the right displays the harmo-
nization result. The colors of the text were shifted according to the
best-fitting harmonic template of the background image. This im-
proves the harmony score of the entire image: for example, for the
top left image F = 2771 and for the top right F = 609.



根据国旗的配色类型，重
上色图片



The modern approach?



Colorful Image Colorization

Richard Zhang, Phillip Isola, Alexei A. Efros
{rich.zhang,isola,efros}@eecs.berkeley.edu

University of California, Berkeley

Abstract. Given a grayscale photograph as input, this paper attacks
the problem of hallucinating a plausible color version of the photograph.
This problem is clearly underconstrained, so previous approaches have
either relied on significant user interaction or resulted in desaturated col-
orizations. We propose a fully automatic approach that produces vibrant
and realistic colorizations. We embrace the underlying uncertainty of the
problem by posing it as a classification task and use class-rebalancing at
training time to increase the diversity of colors in the result. The sys-
tem is implemented as a feed-forward pass in a CNN at test time and is
trained on over a million color images. We evaluate our algorithm using a
“colorization Turing test,” asking human participants to choose between
a generated and ground truth color image. Our method successfully fools
humans on 32% of the trials, significantly higher than previous methods.
Moreover, we show that colorization can be a powerful pretext task for
self-supervised feature learning, acting as a cross-channel encoder. This
approach results in state-of-the-art performance on several feature learn-
ing benchmarks.

Keywords: Colorization, Vision for Graphics, CNNs, Self-supervised
learning

1 Introduction

Consider the grayscale photographs in Figure 1. At first glance, hallucinating
their colors seems daunting, since so much of the information (two out of the
three dimensions) has been lost. Looking more closely, however, one notices that
in many cases, the semantics of the scene and its surface texture provide ample
cues for many regions in each image: the grass is typically green, the sky is
typically blue, and the ladybug is most definitely red. Of course, these kinds of
semantic priors do not work for everything, e.g., the croquet balls on the grass
might not, in reality, be red, yellow, and purple (though it’s a pretty good guess).
However, for this paper, our goal is not necessarily to recover the actual ground
truth color, but rather to produce a plausible colorization that could potentially
fool a human observer. Therefore, our task becomes much more achievable: to
model enough of the statistical dependencies between the semantics and the
textures of grayscale images and their color versions in order to produce visually
compelling results.

Given the lightness channel L, our system predicts the corresponding a and
b color channels of the image in the CIE Lab colorspace. To solve this problem,
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Fig. 1. Example input grayscale photos and output colorizations from our algo-
rithm. These examples are cases where our model works especially well. Please visit
http://richzhang.github.io/colorization/ to see the full range of results and to
try our model and code. Best viewed in color (obviously).

we leverage large-scale data. Predicting color has the nice property that training
data is practically free: any color photo can be used as a training example, simply
by taking the image’s L channel as input and its ab channels as the supervisory
signal. Others have noted the easy availability of training data, and previous
works have trained convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to predict color on
large datasets [1,2]. However, the results from these previous attempts tend to
look desaturated. One explanation is that [1,2] use loss functions that encourage
conservative predictions. These losses are inherited from standard regression
problems, where the goal is to minimize Euclidean error between an estimate
and the ground truth.

We instead utilize a loss tailored to the colorization problem. As pointed out
by [3], color prediction is inherently multimodal – many objects can take on
several plausible colorizations. For example, an apple is typically red, green, or
yellow, but unlikely to be blue or orange. To appropriately model the multimodal
nature of the problem, we predict a distribution of possible colors for each pixel.
Furthermore, we re-weight the loss at training time to emphasize rare colors.
This encourages our model to exploit the full diversity of the large-scale data on
which it is trained. Lastly, we produce a final colorization by taking the annealed-
mean of the distribution. The end result is colorizations that are more vibrant
and perceptually realistic than those of previous approaches.

Evaluating synthesized images is notoriously di�cult [4]. Since our ultimate
goal is to make results that are compelling to a human observer, we introduce
a novel way of evaluating colorization results, directly testing their perceptual
realism. We set up a “colorization Turing test,” in which we show participants
real and synthesized colors for an image, and ask them to identify the fake.
In this quite di�cult paradigm, we are able to fool participants on 32% of the
instances (ground truth colorizations would achieve 50% on this metric), signif-
icantly higher than prior work [2]. This test demonstrates that in many cases,
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Fig. 2. Our network architecture. Each conv layer refers to a block of 2 or 3 repeated
conv and ReLU layers, followed by a BatchNorm [30] layer. The net has no pool layers.
All changes in resolution are achieved through spatial downsampling or upsampling
between conv blocks.

[29]. In Section 3.1, we provide quantitative comparisons to Larsson et al., and
encourage interested readers to investigate both concurrent papers.

2 Approach

We train a CNN to map from a grayscale input to a distribution over quantized
color value outputs using the architecture shown in Figure 2. Architectural de-
tails are described in the supplementary materials on our project webpage1, and
the model is publicly available. In the following, we focus on the design of the
objective function, and our technique for inferring point estimates of color from
the predicted color distribution.

2.1 Objective Function

Given an input lightness channel X 2 RH⇥W⇥1, our objective is to learn a
mapping bY = F(X) to the two associated color channels Y 2 RH⇥W⇥2, where
H,W are image dimensions.

(We denote predictions with a b· symbol and ground truth without.) We per-
form this task in CIE Lab color space. Because distances in this space model
perceptual distance, a natural objective function, as used in [1,2], is the Eu-
clidean loss L2(·, ·) between predicted and ground truth colors:

L2( bY,Y) =
1

2

X

h,w

kYh,w � bYh,wk
2
2 (1)

However, this loss is not robust to the inherent ambiguity and multimodal
nature of the colorization problem. If an object can take on a set of distinct
ab values, the optimal solution to the Euclidean loss will be the mean of the
set. In color prediction, this averaging e↵ect favors grayish, desaturated results.
Additionally, if the set of plausible colorizations is non-convex, the solution will
in fact be out of the set, giving implausible results.

1 http://richzhang.github.io/colorization/

http://richzhang.github.io/colorization/

Convolutional Neural Networks

http://richzhang.github.io/colorization/






总结：

• 上色方法
• 利用样本上色
• 交互式上色

• 关键技术
• 如何匹配
• 如何分割
• 如何保证空间时间一致性



Thank you!


